Tagore <* the poet Painter

Outside India Rabindranath Tagore is probably known
most widely

today as 1he first non-white poet to be awarded the

Nobel prize for literature a long time ago^.

In sane places

he is also known as the spokesman for a kind of universalism
among the peoples of the world, of the East and the West.
A smaller circle of people known of his experiments in educa
tion and rural development enough to be inspired by these, a s t il l
smaller number of *ltis rather diffuse and romantic humanism or what
he called the religion of man.

Comparatively, those who know and

respond to the various aspects of his creativity are very few and
confined largely to indophiles or students of indian regional
literatures*
But in India Tagore is a national figure side by side
with

Gandhi.

I f Gandhi is the on bod im ait of the country's

national resorgence with a plan for political action that
would not sacrifice broad human considerations to narrow national
interests,

Tagore - poet, pla.y-wright, novelist, song-wri ter»

musician, theorist, educationist and fin ally , painter, all rolled
into ore - personified its cultural ethos, with roots in an
age-old heritage but reaching forward to a limitless
In Bengal, his home state, he is even more.

future.

One cannot think

of mddern Bengali culture without Tagore being in the centre of
it.

As a writer he liberated its language from the burden of old

conventions and archaisms and brought it much nearer to common
speech? he also ushered a new freedom in then use of image and
4ietion.

He

set

into

motioi

new

trends

in

Bengali
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song-writing and singing and pointed new directiais in
play-writing and production,

Am°ng the intellectuals of

his time he exemplified a new urbanity of outlooks coming
on the crest of the wave cf the so-called Bengal renai
ssance he weattered its contradictions with sagaci 1y»

/pid on each

reconciling modern with traditional values*

branch of Bengali literature he left on indelible mark be it poetry, prose , polemics* fiction, belle-lettres
even epigrams and aphorismsj whi irks his successors
is its sheer ubiquitousness and persistence.

Over and

above this, his impact on modem writing in other Indian
languages is also not inconsiderable.
Why is it that a writer of such. proportioBas is so little
known in the West ?

we can think of many reasons and some of these

general, like for instance the large chasm or communication
gap

between

century ago.

today's reader and

the writer

of half a

But it is also due in a large measure to the

language barrier,

we do learn a lot about each other's

literature through translations but not always is the
passage easy, especially from a language like Bengali to
a language like English.

Bengali is an effusive larguage.

It has a quality of verbal excess which is rare even in most
Indian languages, leave alone English.

in Tagore's

writing, there is such an efflorescence of imagery and an
inseparable collufion between sound and meaning that what
cones through translation is a poor shadow of what is . Although
he made many, and some would say disastrous, efforts to

translate his own writing into English* Ta%>re was aware
of this2 .

He even went beyond in his later yearsj

He speculated seriously about the life expectancies of the
various categories of his creative work,

other artists

and writers probably did. the same at some time or the
other but it is dou^btful whetbr any spelt i t out with
greater candour,

in April 19^1* which was just a few months

before rfhe d ie d , he tells a close a ss o c ia t e , Ms Rani Chanda^,

*A great part of literature is insubstantial; with some
change in the language it loses its aesthetic power.
there is nothing cf this kind in nature.

While

Take the may-flower,

it breaks into blossom today as it did yesterday, or as
it will in the time to come.

But language has this problem.

Painting has, in a sensf , greater stability,

it is here that

seeing through the eyes and seeing through language are
different.

Artists leave thei^r work behind and people

see them through # ages*
dust with me.

In mlp case everything will go into

So I sometimes wonder why I wrote

so much

in my lifei just a few pieces w ill have done as well* .
Another time he tells her, 'We who have traded in lyrics
should know that these w ill not find acceptance at another
time .

This is inevitable .

So I often think that only
k
painting has a deathless quality* . He had already
started talking in this vein much earlier.

In February

19 39 he says, ' I have some doubts about literary creati
vity} its value is fixed on the basis of notions current
at a time, through which its original aim is hard to discover . .
In this turmoil I have found , in my days of retirement, two
stable havens of activity, song-writing a.nd pa in tin g '*, *
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Whether we take him fully at his word or not we
can s t ill agree that music and arts have a direct appeal
on one* s senses and emotions and, of these, arts have a
wider appeal, particularly when they are less culturespecific.

To some extent this explains why l a g o ^ 's pain

tings managed to excite and capture the interest of the
western public more readily and widely than his literature
did.

Tagore himself was first surprised and, later, touched

by this interestf more so when he compared it with the
subdued and cautious response of his own country*
public•
Tagore did all his painting in the last seventeen
years of his life .
in drawing

Although he had taken seme lessons

quite early in his childhood and his elder

b r o t h e r , J y o t i r i n d r a n a t h , who was quite a n in flu e n ce

on him in those years, was a sensitive and cultivated
draughtsman

we do not see him do much in the way of

drawing and painting in his first sixty-three

years,

except for an occasional scribble or two in the spirit
of fun.

But he was interested in art and watched with

care the new art movement his nephews, Abanindrariath and
GaSanendranath
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, were s t ru g g lin g to launch

.

He tr ie d to

encourage them and strengthen them w ith c r it ic i s m an d , a t a
e e r t a i n p o in t ,
what was known

even got c lo s e ly involved by s t a r t in g
as

the

of h is house in C a lc u t t a .

v ic h itra

in

a

p o rtio n

when th is club fo ld e d up so o n er

than he thought it should he took it sorely to heart. This
comes out in a letter he wrote soon after* • It is a
pity*, he says,** *that*frhe Bengali with all his genius
possesses little energy and character.

As a people we

lack the ability to see our own work and our country
broadly in a large perspective of time and space . •••
. . . . At the slightest stir of wind our lamp goes out
and all is again as dark as ever.

I had hoped that

from our Vichitra would flow a great stream of art
fertilising the whole countryj but there was nobody capa
ble of dedicating himself whole-heartedly to the cause.
• ••• I am not a painter myself or i might have shown what
had to be done*^

During his visit to Japan in 1916 he

wrote a series of letters to A^anindranath, Ga^anendranath
and others which carried both words of criticism and
advice.

After pointing out the salient features of

contemporary Japanese painting—®, its impressive scale,
clarity, simplicity in image aid colour and its effort
to state whatever

it wanted with directness and precision

he says in a i tter to the former, 'After coming here I
realise that your art has not found itself completely,
sixteen annas to the rupee.

CMr rainbow-coloured painting

should have, I feel, a little more power, c<T^irage and
breadth) we have leaned too much towards the miniature* .
He acknowledges the emotional depth and chromatic intent
si ty

of

their

painting

but

thought it was necessary

-

to i r r i g a t e

i t with

more f r u i t f u l .

As
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the v ig o u r of l i f e
i t w as,

it

around to make i t

seemed to him too much lik e

a prim gard en wi th t i n y f l o w e r i n g pla nts
narrow ro w s;

i t needed th e w ild n e s s

w it h storm and thundei*

.

arranged

in

of woodland r e so u n d in g

This was w r i t t e n e i g h t y e a rs

befo re he was taken up w it h the daemon of p a i n t i n g , when
he was s t i l l unsure w heth er to c a l l
not.

*

•

h im s e lf a p a in t e r

or

•

Tagore did not sound too assured about the value
and importance of his painting in itia lly , even when he
had started in dead earnest.
preoccupation wasj

But obsessive this new

though to start with he was only

embroidering, as it were, the pages of his manuscripts
with a tracery of corrections, 'salvaging* , in his words,
the poor scratches which 'cried like sinners for saut
s a lv a t io n * .

H is

s t r o n g a e s t h e t ic

leave them as they were.

sense would not le t him

But his effort at rescue came

to have its own inbuilt logic of growth or what he calls
a 'natural selection in lines'
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,

^ ir s t the little patches

of corrections linked up into lines j then the lines
transformed into vines or creepers or thin reptilean mean
ders that later connected up with one another to form
mysterious images*

Henri Bidou, a French c ritic , describes

its stages in ordered d e tail. 'Starting with horizontal
crossings-out with their threads of white between black
lines, a delicate surface was enclosed in an outline like &

-

cartouche,
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sometimes it extended over two lines.

It was

then as though the cartouche had become a capital.

It was

finished at the top by a torus which rested on an ogee
but if the lower line of erasure extended towards the
left, the general form changed again.

It stretched out

into a bT^ak or a keel and a bird was flying towards the
west.

Various erasures scattered over a page became so

many islands, each one with its own frrm and

volume.

This archipelago of reserves rising out of the waters at
the caprice of inspiraticn, sometimes was

grouped in a

corner and sometimes spread over a whole page bound
together by slender Hindu characters which looked like
crests

of waves under a steady wind . . . . *

describes the start,

to

This feelingly

follow, these meanders swell or

stack into images of one sort OV" another, strange objects#
fantastic reptiles, birds or beasts, hieratic human heads
or figures,

in all these the rhythmic sense is unerring!

while each form or form group attains a kind of independant
identity it does not loosen out of the page and destroy its
total graphic unity.

This imply reveals the innate sense

of rhythm that Tagore claims to, whether or not it is
consanguineous with his sense of musical and literary rhythm
as he avers,
scious.

once he starts, this no more

remains uncon

in his own words, ' i t interests me deeply to watch how

lines find their life and character, as their connections
with each other develops in various cadences and how they
begin to speak in gesticu latio ns*^.

He becomes sharply
f
aware of the sensibility shifts that re^lt from the
varied use of lines - parallels, volutes, spirals, zigzags
and the like » this gives his early work an Art Nouveau
flavour.

One cannot: quite overlook the possibility of the

Tagores knowing the Art Nouveau phenomenon, whatever it
was called at various places at that time.

Their efforts,

round the turn of the century, to integrate the art and
craft panorama and to design for a new kind of Indian
interior furniture, carpets, textiles and artifacts in an
**-#u j ? - e a - r p f c * & r-1 ex4i4e s -a«d-ajr4i #a©4s -i»-aa
interactive complex, using a decorative vocabulary that
shuttles between the animate and the inanimate , the
oriental and occidental, points to this,

one can see a

lot of this in the paintings and drawings of Rabindranath.

Ihey move from unplanned scrawls or scribbles to figurations
of a kind , or from purely graphic images to object images
and, to follow, anthropomorphic or zoomorphic figurations}
and many of these have an inbetween identity recalling
primitive artifacts - a beaker-bird, an ewer-crane, a
turtle-stool or serpent-cup* even inanimate objects, like
jugs on a table, seem animated like beasts in a menagerie.
later in tike day even his human faces and presences have
an ambivalence of image - stone-faces , seed-faces, stickd

fig u r e s , rock-figures, b ir ^ f i s h , bird-women and the

-

like.
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Although art historians w ill like to docket these

changes

into

successive

chronological

phases

this

seems hardly possible with Tagore , as he keeps these
various exercises going on at the same time; he devises
schematic and metamorphic images at the same time as
rendering relatively naturalistic images of man, bird or
beast,

^nongst his numerous representations of the human

face’ there are some that look like hieratic masks, others
that are more naturalistic
l if e ,

s t ill others

burlesque.

that

as

if

border

freely

drawn

from

on caricature and

Even his attempts at self-portrait reveal

the same tendency! the^re

are examples

where

he

improvises on a printed photographic likeness, possibly
to moderate its gross verisim ilitude, others that are like
impressionist sketches, s t i l l others in which he transforms
himself into a mythical character or patterned hieroglyph.
Naturally. Tagare’ s paintings are enormously varied!
he seems to b e #unc once rned with a homogeneous approach or
style or retaining any kind of consistency in techniqie.
When all his work is see# together, what classifies them
together is a distinctively bold and compact spatial
design, a sombreness of pallets*, a matted tapestry of
graphic textures and the use of a small range of materials
like paper, coloured inks, crayons, coloured pancils or
gouache pigments, not an ordered ladder of development
in either vision or technical refinement. On© may ask, wji
why did he, a literary virtuoso, sieer clear of all

-

virtuosity in painting ?
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May be because,

as he tried

to insist in the beginning, painting was not his forte, or
because his intentions were different,

although in his

youthful years he may have wanted to stake his claim to
an a rtist's vocation (as he made out in a letter to his
niece Indira in 1893

) he did nothing of the kindj his

growing literary fame should have suppressed this interest.
An4 when he’ did really start painting he was already at
the pinnacle of literary achievement and public acclaim»
so his efforts were not loaded with ambitions of any kind
( , at least in the beginning) j

they were more in the nature

of an effort at psychological unburdening or release.
spelt this out in various ways.

He

In an amusing poem, though

written rather late in the day* he says that his Mistress
Speech, proud of her rich inheritance,

rules him with a rod

and does not allow him to be wayward} but his distress

of

Line is indulgent with his errancy and

would not let him

be checked by the reins of reputation

.

m,

of

• besides,

he started painting at a time he wanted to be alone with
himself, far from the glittering salons of the world, in
the dim-lit corridors of the heart.
lake most creative minds Tagpre’ s personality had
apparently two fighting opposites within it^® #

On one

side he was active, outgoing and gregarious) on another
lonely, removed and contemplative) he was deeply responsive
to the physical and human environment with its sharp excitements

-
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and sorrows but also managed to stand free of these to
become an impassive sentinelf his vision grazed the earth
at one moment, but withdrew and flew off into the distance
at the next*

He had a kind of aristocratic finickiness

about his appearance, dress, or anything he had around
but this was 31 kept in check by an ascetic disregard
for showiness and a desire for aesthetic simplicity*
His heart was vulnerable to criticism and praise but it.
had also, in one place, an unshakeable corner lined with
Scepticism and self-confidence*

He had an eye for what

is normally called beautiful, but he was at the same time
drawn irresistibly towards the odd, the irrational and
the macabre*

Caugit between these he was continuously

restless and could never suffer an environment or residence
for a long tim e^*

While the wrestling of these opposites

gave depth and variety to his creative work, its created
probleas for himself, especially when he moved into
public notice after the award of the Nobel prise*
was not a pleasant circumstance*

This

T° play around with the

opposites in the privacy of one's mind is one thingj but
when this enters public issues it has dire repercussions.
Concerned seriously as he was with the country's national
resurgence he also spoke loudly about the dangers inherent
in nationalisms in his effort to explain Irflia to the
modern West he passed around the quintessence of its
traditional wisdom in the unorthodox goblet of a poetic
humanisms he harangued east asian youth, hit with the fever of

-
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modernis at i an, not to forget their traditional values in
their chase for material advancement and all this, as
he himself owned, at the wrong timei and th^pugh he had
always a snail coterie of admirers, distinguished and
otherwise, who sw the justice of his pronouncem aits,
there were many who were ihfcrply critical*

S9 the cloak of

the world poet-prophet was getting a little too hazardous i
a retreat into the he art* s seclusion could be more restful
and rewarding •
When, in late 1924-, Ta©ore sailed for Peru, but
took i l l on the way and landed in Buenos Aires as the
IS
guest of the accomplished signora Vittoria Ocampo ,
he should have been in this mood,

I i§5#

j^lone with himself,

though watched over by Signora Ocampo with affection
and deference, he gives himself as whole-heartedly to
scribbling as to composing poems*

The purabi manuscript

which is of that time is replete with drawings of this
early stage*

I t is also

said

that

Vittoria,

who

responded to Tagore's personality with more understanding
than most, encouraged him in this new adventure*

And in

1930 when his painting were first shown in paris at
Galleria Pigalle she was

there

to

supervise

the

presntation.
Till 1930 Tagore's painting was a sentimental
journey through the corridors cf his memory, recalling
images of both art end life*

His early exercises have a

lot of art images peepir^ through* personal though they
are, they carry motifs reminiscent of the primitive, arts of

-
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the pacific north-west or the islands of Melanesia or
Micronesia.

Even among the independent drawings that

follow there are features that recall the decoration on
totem poles, Chinese bronze vessels, primitive sculpture
or various kinds of Art Nouveau artefacts.

Although

there are no dependable records it is quite likely that
Tagare saw a lot of these in tfrje museums qf jgurope and
America*

After all, between 1912 and 1929 he spent

nearly fivel and a half years (in seven separate visits)
in these countries and anongst people who were anxious
to give him a glimpse into the cultural wealth of the
West*

He could also have ted access to these materials

through bocks and journals*

It is also not unlikely that

he had a good look at the contemporary art scene in the
West and responded to it to some degree

19

, if only to

gain a notion of what creative freedom meant to the
western world <£ that time •
There is not much, however, in Tagore's paintings to
show thAt he owed them any direct depts but this contact'
should certainly have enlarged his perspectives and
confidence in his om creative powers, regardless of
20

technical shortcomings

.

Not that in the way he was

built he would have fought shy of direct influencesi
for he openly disapproved of cultural bigotism (as much
as he disapproved of cultural rootlessness), saying that
there is no such thing as caste restrictions in cultures!
that though there was a time, when human races lived in
comparative segregation and • art adventurers

had their

-
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experience within a narrow ran ss of limits' , today that
range has largely widened, claiming from us a much
greater power of receptivity, • • • • »* *

He went even farther

to say that, 'The sign of greatness in.great geniuses
is their finormous capacity for borrowing, very often
without their knowing itj they have unlimited credit
in the world market of culture.

Chly mediocrities are

ashamed, • • • for they do not know hew to pay back their
debt in their own c o i n * B u t

his highly individual

temperament and technical limitations precluded this. As
also an inter conviction that his life and creativity*
was driven by what he called a 'personality, beyond my
ego', 'jealous of all attachments* which he christened
his 'life deity* (or ' .leevan devata*) *

At its behest

all thctt he absorbed became part of an inner drama,
undergoing changes in role and costume*

In an entry

dated 27th September 1924 in his *D*&ry of a Traveller
in the west* he writes, *1 lose memory of many things at
the top level of my consciousness! they leave the main
stage and go into the green-room below, where they can
change freely their character and costume*

My maker has

designed toy mind as a play-house, not as a museum*! which
is obviously to say that what enters his mind does no t
sit there like a changeless museum object but undergoes
continuous metamorphosis like an actor on the stage*

-
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As his work progresses this notion of the theatre
becomes mare and more significant*
his animals were mostly the

I& the beginning

denizens of an underworld

heaving their bodies in inchoate gesture, his birds
littl^e cameos of grace or elegance, his human figires
mute, though manic, presences or participants in an
undefined mime*

But as he progresses these g a in voice

and dimension and connect up, if only distantly, with
actual or imagined lifei the animals chirp and frolick
and play comic tricks, the human faces come close to
having biographiesof th e ir own.

Is that dark, haunting

face that of feat his *nutun boutan* (his brother's wife)?
Are those goblin faces of the cooks in his kitchen
and those sad, poker-faced, wide-eyed women the

maids in his back-yard?

Are those youngmen with stubbly

faces and those thick-set men and women from his daily
entourage?

Beerbohmish

Amongst

his

works

sketch titled

there

is

an

amusing,

(surely tongue-in-cheek).

satva-Ra iaa-Tama ft. that shows

two

harridans

(Mara*s

daughters?) squabbling ever an impassive (or is it pathetic)
Buddha

in

the

middiet

a personal predicament?

does

it

give

any

hint of

All this is , doubtless, speculation

That some of his faces and figures have distinct personality
traits is, however, undeniablei whether they came there by
accident or design we would

not

know

for

sure

22
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f
t
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( Ihough in some scribbles be did in Moscow (in 1909 )
and Adyar (in 193^) we can see the clear emergence of
local types) •
Besides this* some of his paintings seem to give
visible shape to certain recurrent themes as occur in
his writings*

There are some that represent a royal

personage* wearing a strange vision and hood, which
seems to connect up tenuously to the image of the * Raja* remote, mysterious, man behind a makk - that occurs in some
of his

writings*

Paintings of a stocky male confronting

a wraith-like female, separate but still locked in a
gesture of magnetise intimacy, also can have references
to such images in his

stories and plays*

There are seme

broody interiors showing a figure lying on a couch (nade?
ill? dying?)

with a weeping, or willowy, figire

bending

over or crouching on the sidei these exude a feeling of
tension or tragedy, distinctively Munch-ian.

Then there are

a number of paintings that look like scenes from a nameless
opera, featuring a great assortment of figires in elusive
fancy-dress — lean, bearded men drawn from a Kazi's court
in the Arabian Nights, men in tights and women with
peaked head-dresses like one sees in mediaeval European
miniatures, or hieratic figures wilh Assyrian visage and
dress (like Saratastro*s court in Mozart’ s opera, *T h ^
Magic flu te *).

This is a multicultural concourse, with

a keen sense of drama.

Do these paintings lose in power

by this increased reference or specificity, or, call i t ,
literariness?

«
>
I

-
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C r itic s like w G « Archer thought they d id .

Fo r

him what work Tagore did between 1928 and 19*0 was the
bests he was unconscious of what he was d o in g and kept
h i s mind* e slu ice gates open*

so out came those numerous

fan tasies* untouched, ovenfresh, - m in d's lurking monsters,
gnomes, app aritio ns and w raiths.

But a f t e r his undreamt

of success with his exhibitions in Europe and America
between May ad December '1930, he becamelsfclf-kionscious
and ambitious*

T h a t, according to Archer, was the start

of a declines his subsequent p a i n t i i ^ became, in his
words,

*banal end incompetent, feeble and t r iv ia l**

*

except f o r a fe w , but a l l too few , exceptions.

When we gp through fegore's work today and look at
them afresh, we cannot find much to justify this opinion.
Although there is no dependable chronological record of
Tagore's work (very few being dafred, and conclusive
stylistic classifications being difficult,) and it is not
cay easy to determine how many of his works go into the
former category and h ow many into the latter, there are
enough dated paintings done after 193 ° that are as
distinctive as those done before and some done in the later
years of his life show extraordinary power and refinenent^.
Conversely, there are some paintings of the
e a r lie r lot that we may not today make a song and dance
about*

So, i f a change there was after 1930 i t was not

wholly adverse.
c r it ic

Then why did a sensitive observer and

like Archer, who was probably the f i r s t person to

make a serious, e ffo r t to establish Tagore as a pioneer in
modern In d ian painting 1 have this kind of opinion?

-
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partly because a t t h e time he w rote, there was much
talk i n the art circle s about th e need f o r a l l serious
art to be the month-piece of the unconscious, a fa c t

that could offset all its inaptitudes*

For a man like

Archer (who t a c it ly subscribed t o a form alist aesth etic)

Tagore's technical limitations could be shielded only by
such a circumstancei

in i t s , be i t supposed, absence

what was h itherto just te ch n ica l naievete became sheer
incompetence*

some o f T ag are 's stray observations of the

la te r years which claimed a ce rtain uncalculated freshness
f o r h is e a r l ie r painting#

the way he did

24

•

may also “have led him to think

But this was also in some measure due

to Archer's diapproval of the sense of euphoria or
childish delight that praise from European art critics,
of France, Germany, England and Russia drove the poet
into2^.
®*at Tagore was taken a l i t t l e off his guard by

this sudden approbation is incontrovertible*
the

Qallerie

Just before

pigalle show in P a r i s , Tagore was quits

apolsgetic about his work*

ho

s a id openly that h e was

very d if f i d e n t about his pain tin gs t and i f he was picking

up courage in show them to the public this courage should
be construed as that of an insophisticate or sleepwalker

26 .

He was e x hibiting them only 'because some a r t is ts of the
South of France found something in them, which they said
they were tryin g achieve without success**

The enthusiastic

reception his work got in Paris rubbed o ff a lot of this

-
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modestyi he wrote back soon to his niece, daughter-in-law
and others* (playing on his name 'Rabi* # which means sun)
that even i f he was under a cloud here as a poet, he was
blazing bright in the open sky as a painter2^*

After the

German shows, aid the 'unstinting’ praise by the German
critics, he gained further assurance, which he give proof
of in his address to the India society in lonlon.

28

When this was topped by the enthusiastic reception he was

accorded in

hob cow,

where he was called a major artist,

he f e l t no more any hesitation to announce* when h e gpt
to USA soon after* that he was not v is it in g that country
this time as the u su a l poet and philosopher, but as
a painter*

He even speculated about the enthusiastic

reception he would receive there, amongst people so
reputedly open-minded) aid he expected he would make a
fin a n c ia l success of the whole venture in view of th eir
vsunted affluence*

He dreamt that h t would make enough

money to support him self, p u ll his in s titu tio n out of its
troubles,

even build a well-appointed studio fo r himself

2o

when he got back home * •

He went as fa r as to comment

unfavourably on his countrymen's lack of taste and

mow

that h e w ould not b r i n g back any o f h is paintings hone
and show them there •
B ut he d id not get the k i n d of reception in fl.s.A*
a s h e was lo oking forward to* nor did he f i n d the buyers

>
*

-

he was h o ^ it^ for,
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so the little bubble of euphoria

that grew up in the previous five months burst without
ceremony.

&£*t.r this, except for an exhibition in

Xondon in 1933* his work was not again shown in the west
in his life time.

Nor did he long for i t .

He went on

with his work as compulsively as he started, without any
desire to seek further success abroad i though he reminis
ces

from

time

to

time

on

his

previous

successes.

His urge to paint, as he mentions to his frieids and
intimates now and again, remains dn addiction he cannot
cuff's himself 0^1 he even describes to them some of the
changes taking place in his vision due to it^°.

in

1930 he showed about 126 paintings in the European exhibitions
but when he died in 1941 he left behind more than 2500 works,
which included many iinteresting pieces done after 1930 .
so Archer*s story of the grand seduction (and the subse
quent fall) is not fUlly justified.
prom the time the ’ paint bug* bit *Tiag>re he worked
as someone possessed.

His artist nephew A^anindranath

referred to it as a volcanic eruption.

?a3 ore painted

and scribbled on whatever he could lay hands on, all
kindly of stationary - his own, his institutions, of the
ship he sailed on or the hotel he registered ini on all
kinds of paper, good and bad 1 even occasionally unorthodox materials.

He was restless to see the results

quickly and

bo

used quick-drying inks, gouache colours,

crayons, colour pencils and worked with pens, brushes,
rags,

even finger-tips.

in a day*^.

Often he turned out many works

They were big and small, some no bigger than

the page of a notebook or jotting pad, others as big as a
f u l l d ra w in g s h e e t .

The

works he

l e f t b e h in d have g r e a t

variety ~ the early scribbles and improvisations on
mam'scriptsi fantastic animals, bird s, reptile?; flowers
and bizarre objects with shifting or composite identify*
human fi©ires and faces, some schematic, some representa
tive/
tional.
Then there was action pictures like scenes in a
theatre, summary and mysterious but packed with power*

Finally there are nature pieces or landscapes* haunting
woodlands with a textured filigree of pen hatchings and
squiggles, or dark and sombre trees silhouetted against
a jewel-like sunrise or sunset*

All these have a tantali

sing fabric of texture, a mesmerising brilliancy of colour
and a striking graphic prtsence, ( that overrides/their
sli^it ineptitudes}* and on the top of these a remarkable
economy of statement, a stridency of gesture, even a sense of
effttgence or foreboding.

But the most general characteristic

is a compact linear image with a distinctive rhythmic structure,
whether 8 inuous, angular, folded, fissured or stratified,
with cloee or remote reference to natural forms and rhythms the stress is not on formal or spatial palpability, but on

■

>

r
-
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the evocative image, growing from a hieroglyph to caricature*
life is attributed not simulatedj and so the sensory readings
are titillatingly ambivalent.
This applies to Rabindranath*s best work.
all his work has the same

But not

alityj this unevenness is

only to be expected in the work of anyone as prolific as
he.

Besides* his work shares the predicament of the work of

every artist who does not *seek* but 'fin d s** those in which
he does not f ind • and others fe el likewise* are totally
unrewarding* though the rest ccmpensa'te for these.

These

have what one may call the life-content* or that power to
transfix one and enlarge the range of one's

vision.

Regardless of his trying to explain his work in the
beginning through poetic paradoxes

Tagore comes round to

talk about this vision towards the end.

The vision he

talks about is certainly not the plain act o f seeing* but
what happens in the interspace between the visual impulse
and visual imagination.

*When I started painting** he

tells Rani Chanda* *1 noticed a great change in myself*
I started seeing in trees, branch and leaf images of
strange creatures of various kinds.

I had never seen

them before) I had only seen that the spring is here* the
flowers are breaking out on every branch, things of this
sort.

This wealth* of vision, is spread a ll around man.

When you exclaim *Ah'» on seeing a thing* it is not in
respOi»e to its beauty bit its sheer visual presence.

-
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l il i B C X K ^ t o « S x r t r t m xig x a ^K K rfM iix m m »iM ia tmryyirht«
These f i l l the coffers of our vision.

when we see what

we have not seen before i t f il l s us with wonder, That
is why there is so much joy in seeing it se lf.
vision is that is found i n a painting^2 .

I t is this

I t i s a general

abundance of this* tinted wilh surprise and whimsy, that
ensures the pjermanence of a lot of Tagore's w ritin g and
painting.
Towards the end of his life Tagore speculated, as
already mentioned, on the relative permanence and accessi
b ility of d iffe re n t forms of creativity, literature,
music and a rt s. Here he rated art high.

This was in the

end of the thirties and the beginning of the forties* when
many thought in terms of a cultural levelling up and the
emergence of a global art-^i

they thought that A r t,

being directly related to v isio n and to that extent
culturally unattached* should be more accessible across
the world and, consequently* there w ill be less

fluctuation

and difference in artistic taste as compared to literary
taste.

However, from what has happened in the last three

decades, we have no reason to believe that tastes and
preferences in art fluctuate any less than tastes and
preferences in literature and there are in art no cultural
b arriers.

All the same at certain times in history we do

see that the circumstances build up in such a way as to
result in cross-cultural causeways which facilitate a fu lle r
understanding and response to the work of one area by another*

-
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Tag ore the writer met such a situation in the Europe of
the twenties,

so also Tagore the painter, specially in

Germany where the local artists and critics found certain
features of his work similar to their own, regardless of
their different origins and antecedents.

He may not have

found the same reception in the fift ie s and sixties.

But

today with a risin g interest in figuration, and disinterest
in technical polish, virtuosity ani formal purity, he
should find more sensitive reception.

But whatever i t may

be, a lot of ^ g o r e ’ s works, have a kfcnd of life-content
that can break down resistances at any time.
what made Nandalal Bose,

This was

the famous Indian artist and

teacher, say, * we need to be reeducated in the fundamental
values of art and none can do i t better than he who is
creating before our very eyes forms whose vigour^ fia&eitev* our
classifications and whose vigpur compels the admiration
of the artist.

I f Rabindranath seems rough and destructive,

it is because he is breaking the ground anew for us that
our future
sap *^.

flowers may be more surely assured of their

though it took Nandalal some time to realise this

Tagpre's work had won him over in the end.

K. G* Subramanyan.

Notes
(Except the few that were available In English the rgsjba rest
of the quotations in the text are translated ffeely from
Bengali).
1.

November 1913.

2.

Tagore mentions this to Roma in Holland - see Holland
and Tagore, ed. A. Aronson and K.R. Kripalani,
Visva-Bharati, 1945. ,

5.

tAlaPchari Rabindranath‘ bv Rani Chanda, Visva-Bharati,
1971, page at 17.

6.

(Rani Chanda, wife (now widow) of Anil Chanda, once
personal secretary of Tagore.

She kept record of

conversations with Rabindranath Tagore and Abanindranath
Tagore)•
4.

Ibid. page 100.

5.

Letter to Amiya Chakrabartl dated 14th February 1934.

6.

Mungpoo-te Rabindranath by Maitreyi I^evi. page 122.

7.

Highly admired by William Rothenstein; onsr whose initia
tive an album of twenty-five collotype prints of his
drawings was brought out by Emery VJ&lker Ltd*
London! in 1914.

See Rablndra Chltrakala

by Soumendranath

Bandhopadhyay, Dey* s publishing, Calcutta 1982, pages 43
and 56.
8.

Gogonendranath and Abanindranath Tagore, sons of
Girindranath Tagore, Rabindranath Tagore's cousin Abanindranath initiated what is known as the Neo-Bengal
movement in Indian art.

9.

Reproduced from a letter from Tagore to his daughter
in Bfratima Devi's article or Tagore's paintings,
Visva-Bha*at 1*

f

-
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10. The paintings referred to are of those of Yokoyama
Taikan, Shimamura Kenzan and others who had grouped
round Count Okakura Kakuzo.
11. fixerpts from the letters quoted in Rablndra Jlbanl
by Prabhat Kumar Mukhopadhyay, Vol.
1961,

I I , Visva-Bharat i,

page 565.

12. My pictures I,

in Rabindranath^Tagore on Art and

Aesthetics, ed. it P. Neogi, international Culture Centre,
New Delhi 1961, page 97.
13# My Pictures 11, Ibid, page 100,
14. Rabindranath Tagore - a biography by Krishna Kripalani,
Visva-Bharati, 1930, pages 356-357.
15. Rabindranath Tagore on Art and Aesthetics, pages 87-82*
16. To recall Yeats1 Statement that out of a fight with
oneself one produces poetry, out of fight with others
rhetj^oric.
17. On the Ed^es of Time,by Rathindranath Tagore
(Tagorers son), Visva-Bharati, 1981, page 41.
18. Attractive, accomplished Argentinian lady of noble
birth , distinguished poet and writer in her own right}
friend and fan of Tagore.

See Rabindranath Tagore -

a biography, pages 331 to 335.
19. That Tagore invited Dr. Stella Kramrisch, a young Viennese
art historian, well-informed about both the historical and
contemporary art scenes of EurQPe to Santiniketan in 1921,
fi

demonstrates an early interest on his part in the modern

art scene.

Rathindranath mentions that Andre Karpeles took

Tagore to various galleries to see modern painting, during-his
•

Contd.. . *

-

stay in Paris in 1920.
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'CEn the Edges of Time', page

127.
20. Naievete and untutored spontaniety, being prized more
than craftsmanship and virtuosity on the modern art scene.
21. Art and Tradition, Rabindranath on Art and Aesthetics,
pages 59,61.
22* In Alapcharl Rabindranath

Rani Chanda refers to TagoreVs

making her sit to draw her face; though the drawings
rarely showed any resemblance*
23* There are some striking examples of drawings and paintings
of this period in the collection of Kala Bha v a n s , vis va-Hharsti.

25* India and Modern Art, W.G* Archer, George Allen and
TTrwin, London, 1959, pages 71 to 74.
26. My pictures I, Rabindranath Tagore on Art and Aesthetics,page 97
27. mblndran gfaagx Chitra Kalat page 29.

23• Indian and Modern Art. page 73.

33* See statement of Jackson Pollock quoted in American Art
(1700-1960) ed. John W* McCoubrey (Prentice-Hall)
34. Painting of Rabindranath by Nandalal Bose, Nandalal Number,
Visva-Bharat i Quarterly, Vol.34, Nov* 1 to 4, page 112*

